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Section VII:  The Plans Tab 

This section covers: 

The Organizational Tree in the Plans Tab 
Editing an Existing Vision or Mission in the Plans Tab 
Automatic Saving Applies to all Planning Elements 

The Organizational Tree in the Plans Tab 

Clicking on the 1) Plans Tab lands the user in plans where the look is slightly different from the Dashboard 
Page. Depending on what the user did in the home page, the plans page will generally land on the 2) 

 for the 3) current year. Both the 2) type of plan and 3) the academic year may be 

changed using the drop downs. The user may also use the 4) organizational tree to the degree of comfort. 
Using My Units Tab will land the user on their assigned units per their permissions. Using the Institution Tab 
will require the user to navigate the organizational tree to arrive at their own individual unit.  

Clicking on Liberal Arts in the 1) Planning Tab and 4) My Units Tab yields the next screen shot for the same 

2)  in the 3) current academic year. Note that the planning system changed to the 4) 

Institution Tab. The planning system expands 4) Liberal Arts and associated departments at the dean level. 
This includes the Associate of Arts Louisiana Transfer (AALT), Care and Development of Young Children, 
and the Associate of General Studies. The 2) planning item and the 3) academic year may be changed by 
clicking on the dropdown for each item. 
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What appears in the 4) organizational tree depends on the user’s permissions and settings based on their 
role at LSU Eunice. In this example, the planning system shows the organizational levels containing Liberal 
Arts because of the permissions being used as this manual is written. Note that there are 5) two tabs 
showing – Plan Items and Reports – and that items can be filtered if necessary. All editing takes place in the 
Plan Items Tab. The Report Tab is for the user to create PDFs or hard copies of their IE reports results or 
look at general formatting. Further, the 6) Liberal Arts mission can be edited by clicking on the Liberal Arts 
Mission link. Finally, please note that the default 7) Sort is by number, but the user may change it as 
needed. 

 

Editing an Existing Vision or Mission in the Plans Tab 

Each department at LSU Eunice is required to have a vision and mission. Here, clicking on the Liberal Arts 
mission link from above displays the existing Liberal Arts mission for the 1) academic year indicated in the 
screen shot below. The 2) Title is a brief description of the item that will act as the hyperlink. Subject to the 
discussion in the Text Defaults and General Formatting above, 3) the text box and the commands above it 
act much as they do in Microsoft Word. 4) Note that the date range for AY 2019-2020 lags behind the actual 
academic year in order for users to complete the entering of data and editing. Please do not change the 
date ranges are they are set by the planning system and changing them results in the academic year being 
shifted or overlapping academic years. Next, please do not change the 5) progress for vision and mission 
statements as they typically do not change from year to year. Note that the 6) Permission Tab allows the 
listed users to be assigned to this planning item and will be discussed in the next section along with the 
other tabs shown.4 

 

 

                                                

4 Even though the item says the responsibility is not assigned, it is assigned to the position of Dean of Liberal Arts 
(instead of a person’s name). 

Text of Mission Statement may be edited.  
 

Title of Mission Statement 
may be edited using default 

settings. 

Please do not change 
dates. 

Please do not change progress. 
It should be left blank. 
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When editing is complete, click 7)  to automatically save the changes and return to the Plans Tab 

screen shown below. As the callout notes in the screen shot below, users may choose to use institution if 
they are comfortable using the organizational tree. The user may also choose My Units to navigate directly 
to their unit. 

 

 
 

 

Automatic Saving Applies to all Planning Elements 

One feature that will take some users time to get used to is automatic saving while they work. In the screen 
shot below, the user has again entered the mission to make some changes noted at the bottom of the text 
window. The user has clicked out of the text window but remained in the mission edit window in the 
planning system. Note that the planning system 1) automatically saved the changes as indicated by the text 
just below the text window and the  because the user clicked out of the text window that was being 
edited. CAUTION: If a user has more than one monitor and clicks on a different application directly from the 

text box or closes the web browser, the changes will not be saved. Always remember to click 2)  when 

editing is completed or look for the  to make sure changes were saved. This will return the user to the 
previous screen.  

Clicking 3)  in the screen shot below will open a new window and display the mission in a manner 

that can be used for printing or viewing formatting. Next, clicking 4)  will remove the item from the 

planning system. Note that the item will not be recoverable once deleted. The planning system will prompt 
the user to confirm prior to deleting the planning item. 

 

Note that the organizational tree has 
changed to Institution. Users wishing to 
land directly on their department may 

choose My Units. 
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On the right side of the screen shot above, note that the system defaults to the 5) Permissions Tab on the 
right side showing users that have access to the system. Adding the responsible user may be accomplished 
by entering the person’s name in the Available User’s search bar or scrolling through and clicking the . 
This will be discussed further in the next section. The 6) ↑↓ Related Tab is not used for vision and mission, 
but will be discussed later in the goal section. Finally, clicking on the 7) History Tab will show the history of 
the item if multiple changes have been made. 

The screen shot below was obtained by the user clicking on the . The read view can be used to 

check for formatting and printing; however, editing is not possible. Clicking 8)  button will 

return the user to the editing screen shown in the screen shot above. Clicking 9) print will print the item as 
needed and clicking 10) share item will allow the item to be shared if the user has an email in the system. 
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Example of a read view. 
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